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Abstract
The recent PRISM scandal has illustrated the privacy risks that EU citizens take when their personal information is stored or processed in the cloud. Although EU data protection laws are designed to restrict the private actors handling that data from processing it in a way and for purposes that are unlawful, those laws have no effect on public bodies, including law enforcement and security agencies in third countries whose access to that data may be authorized by the laws of their own countries. This is the case even if such access would violate the individual’s fundamental human rights had it occurred within the EU. This article examines the means by which the existing EU data protection framework restricts the transfer of personal data from the EU to third countries particularly in a cloud context. It analyses whether the European Commission’s proposal for a new Data Protection Regulation in its current form is likely to increase or reduce the protection provided to EU citizens in this regard, and it looks at the potential threat that the laws of third countries may pose to EU citizens’ right to privacy with respect to data uploaded to the cloud. The article assesses, in particular, the laws authorising the US government’s access to personal data held or processed by US cloud providers, focusing specifically on the US Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA). It also highlights the lack of equivalent protections currently granted to EU citizens by the US constitution. The article argues that in the light of the clear and present danger that provisions like §1881a of FISA represent to EU citizens’ right to privacy, the EU institutions - as part of their own obligation under the Charter of Fundamental Rights and, in the future, the European Convention on Human Rights must take the appropriate steps to protect their citizens from this kind of interference.
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In September 2012, the European Commission published a Communication “Unleashing the Potential of Cloud Computing in Europe”, in which it set out its action plan for enabling and facilitating the “faster adoption of cloud computing throughout all sectors of the [EU] economy”. Together with an earlier Communication aimed at establishing a “coherent framework for building trust in the digital single market for e-commerce and online services”, the document emphasises that the Commission sees cloud computing as a core component of its plans for the EU’s economic recovery. The rationale for this approach is the belief that in the current economic climate the commercial benefits that cloud computing can bring to EU companies, particularly SMEs and start-up companies, must be exploited in order to ensure their competitiveness in a global market.

Of the different ways to describe the concept of cloud computing the most commonly used definition is likely to be that of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a non-regulatory agency of the United States Department of Commerce, which describes cloud computing as

“a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”

The NIST definition thus assumes five essential characteristics of cloud computing: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. Through the use of cloud computing businesses can reduce their capital expenditure on ICT costs through the sharing of software, infrastructure or platforms, while the scalability of cloud computing and its “pay-as-you-go” nature permits the adjustment of supply according to varying demand, both seasonally and as a company’s productivity expands or decreases for other reasons. In addition – and similar to traditional outsourcing and facilities management contracts – the use of cloud computing allows companies to focus on their core business, leaving maintenance and IT security to “the experts”. This can lead to additional savings as well as improvements in infrastructure and information security. In the Commission’s view, the faster adoption of cloud computing, combined with new business practices, is therefore likely to “boost productivity, growth and jobs”.
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The 2012 Communication - referring to evidence that the overall productivity differential between the EU and the US has increased through the 1990s and the early 2000s\(^\text{10}\) - reflects the Commission’s concern that the EU is at risk of falling behind. Although some commentators warn that “IT is only one factor explaining lower productivity”\(^{11}\), others argue that at least “a part of the EU-US gap can be attributed to new technologies”\(^{12}\). In this context, the cloud’s “potential to slash users’ IT expenditure”\(^{13}\) and to enable the development of new services is clearly attractive to EU policymakers charged with kick-starting the flagging EU economy. On the assumption that “using the cloud, even the smallest firms can reach out to ever larger markets while governments can make their services more attractive and efficient even while reinining in spending”\(^{14}\), whatever measures can be taken to facilitate those objectives are likely to enjoy the support not only of the EU business community but also of the European Parliament and the governments of EU member states.

Nevertheless, the adoption of cloud computing is not without risks. Many of those risks are of a purely commercial nature and have been highlighted in the context of a project on the legal implications of cloud computing carried out by the Centre for Commercial Law Studies (CCLS) at Queen Mary University of London\(^{15}\). However, cloud computing also raises a number of policy issues not the least of which is cloud customers’ and policymakers’ ability to comply with their own regulatory obligations. **Inter alia**, this includes compliance with their obligations under the EU data protection framework.

Currently, that framework is dominated by the Data Protection Directive\(^{16}\), which imposes broad obligations on those on whose behalf personal data is processed (data controllers), as well as conferring broad rights on individuals whose data is collected (data subjects). At the time of its adoption, the Directive represented an attempt to address EU citizens’ and policymakers’ concerns that the use of modern information technology systems could lead to the misuse of personal data by both public and private actors and thus to an interference with individuals’ right to information privacy. Those systems, which enabled the automated processing, combining, searching and sharing of information, undoubtedly resulted in administrative, economical and commercial benefits by making the use of personal information more efficient and by facilitating new administrative and commercial uses of that information. However, as new work processes and business models were being developed that required the transfer of personal information between different parties and across national borders the arrival of strict data protection laws in some countries led to concerns that this might either lead to the development of “data havens” elsewhere (and might thus create a competitive disadvantage for the businesses established in the countries that had adopted those laws) or might result in the restriction of transborder data flows to countries that did not ensure the “adequate protection” of the personal information they received. [National data protection laws were therefore often seen by others - including](#fn15){ref#}
in particular the United States with its dominance in the information and information technology industry – as “unduly restrictive and blatantly protectionist”.

The Directive sought to strike a balance between the individual’s and society’s need for the protection of personal information on the one hand and the need of businesses and public bodies for the free flow of data on the other hand by combining a strict legal framework for data controllers established within the EU with a general prohibition of data exports to countries without adequate protection. Under the current regime, personal data may only be transferred to recipients in non-EU countries if it can be guaranteed, using one of a number of means set out in the Directive, that that data will be adequately protected while in those recipient’s custody. The Directive thereby created an EU single market for transborder data flows (subject to compliance of the parties involved with their national data protection laws) while using the restrictions on data exports to promote internationally the high EU data protection standards. The opportunity to trade with and provide data-intensive services to EU businesses was used as an incentive for third countries to adopt similar laws, thereby establishing “adequacy”.

Since many cloud computing arrangements involve the transmission of personal data from the cloud customer to the cloud provider and the remote storage and further processing of that data by the cloud provider, those processing operations will usually be subject to the national laws of EU member states that implement the Directive. In cases where both the cloud provider and the cloud customer are established in an EU member state and where, consequently, they are both subject to the largely harmonised EU framework, this should therefore cause few compliance issues for either party. However, in reality, many of the most popular cloud providers (including Amazon, Microsoft, Salesforce.com and Google) are established outside the EU and are therefore not necessarily subject to EU data protection laws. The data itself is likely to be stored or processed on servers situated outside the EU, necessitating trans-border data flows. For EU cloud customers this raises the question whether their use of a non-EU provider will leave them in breach of their own data protection obligations, while non-EU cloud providers might find themselves unable to provide services to the EU market unless they comply with the requirements of their customers’ national data protection laws. This has led to calls from industry as well as the governments of some EU member states that the existing regime is too restrictive and should be relaxed. An opportunity to make major changes to the data export provisions currently arises in the context of the European Commission’s plans for a reform of the EU data protection framework, whereby the Directive may be replaced with a Data Protection Regulation.

However, the adoption of provisions that would make it easier for EU data controllers to transfer personal data to non-EU companies is not without risk. In particular, concerns have been raised that once EU citizens’ personal data has crossed EU borders, the recipient of the data might be under an obligation to disclose it to third parties - including foreign law enforcement and security authorities, - on the basis of those third countries’ national laws. Those laws may not be subject to the same kinds of restrictions as laws passed by EU member states, which must largely be compatible with the provisions included, for example, in the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the Charter.

18 Article 1, Data Protection Directive.
20 In this context the term “processing” includes a variety of operations that may be performed upon personal data, including “collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction”, see Article 2(1)(b), Data Protection Directive.
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (Charter) 22. Both of those instruments contain a right to respect for private and family life.

This article examines the means by which the existing EU data protection framework restricts the transfer of personal data from the EU to third countries particularly in a cloud context. It analyses whether the European Commission’s proposal for a Data Protection Regulation in its current form is likely to increase or reduce the protection provided to EU citizens in this regard, and it will look at the potential threat that the laws of third countries may pose to EU citizens’ right to privacy with respect to data uploaded to the cloud. The article will assess, in particular, the laws authorising the US government’s access to personal data held or processed by US cloud providers, focusing specifically on the US Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA) 23. The article will argue that §1881a of FISA constitutes a basis for the blanket surveillance of non-US citizens by US security agencies that would not be compatible with the fundamental rights set out in the ECHR and the Charter. It will also highlight the lack of equivalent protections granted to EU citizens by the US constitution. The article will argue that in the light of the clear and present danger that provisions like §1881a of FISA represent to EU citizens’ right to privacy, the EU institutions - as part of their own obligation under the Charter and, in the future, the ECHR to secure that right to everyone in their territory - must take the appropriate steps to protect their citizens from this kind of interference when adopting the proposed Data Protection Regulation.

**EU data export restrictions**

Under the Data Protection Directive, data controllers24 must comply with a set of strict principles designed to ensure that the processing of personal data25 is limited to that which is deemed fair when balancing the controller’s interest in the processing with the individual data subject’s information privacy rights. Among other things, the Directive prohibits the transfer of personal data to a country outside the European Economic Area (EEA)26 unless that country ensures an "adequate level of protection"27. When assessing this condition, the data controller can either rely on a Community finding of adequacy made by the European Commission28 or he can carry out his own adequacy test in accordance with the criteria set out in Article 25(2) of the Data Protection Directive29. To date the European Commission has only made adequacy findings with regard to eleven non-EEA countries30.

Where personal data is stored or processed in the cloud, it is generally assumed that the obligations to comply with the national laws implementing the Directive fall on the cloud customer acting as the data controller. The cloud provider that processes that data on behalf of the customer, is considered to be a data processor31. Transfers of personal data by EU cloud customers to non-EU cloud providers

---
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25 Personal data includes all data relating to a data subject, for example, personal, family, education, medical, employment or financial data, Article 2(a), Data Protection Directive.
26 Under Article 2(a) of the Data Protection Directive, a data subject is the identified or identifiable person to whom the personal data relates.
27 The EEA consists of the European Union and Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway. The EEA Agreement, which entered into force on 1 January 1994, enables Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway to enjoy the benefits of the EU’s single market without the full privileges and responsibilities of EU membership.
28 Article 25(1), Data Protection Directive.
29 Article 25(6), Data Protection Directive.
30 However, this is a risky approach and, in practice, data controllers will normally only carry out their own adequacy test in very limited circumstances.
31 Switzerland, Canada, Argentina, Guernsey, the Isle of Man, Andorra, Jersey, Israel, the Faroe Islands, New Zealand and Uruguay. An up-to-date list of countries is included on the Commission website at [http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/international-transfers/adequacy/index_en.htm](http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/international-transfers/adequacy/index_en.htm); last visited on 29 April 2013.
32 Article 2(e), Data Protection Directive.
established in a country that is not the subject of a Commission adequacy finding are therefore only lawful if the cloud customer can rely on one of the derogations from the adequacy principle. This means that such a transfer may be made if the data subject has consented to it39 or if the transfer has been authorized, or is made on terms that are of a kind approved, by the relevant member state as ensuring adequate safeguards for the rights and freedoms of data subjects40. The obligation to “adduce adequate safeguards” falls on the data controller41. In addition, the European Commission has the power to approve certain standard contractual clauses, the use of which would ensure the data controller’s compliance with the Directive’s data export restrictions42.

Consent

The Directive defines consent as the “freely given, specific and informed”43 indication of the data subject’s wishes. It is largely designed for specific one-off transfers rather than the repeated or ongoing exchanges of personal data that dominate the standard cloud computing relationship. Because it is difficult if not impossible for the data controller to obtain the data subject’s consent with the necessary precision, the consent option has often been criticized44 as being unsuitable to ensure adequate protection in a cloud computing context. The data subject’s general right to withdraw his consent at any time also means that data controllers relying on it at the time of the transfer could find themselves in “insoluble situations”45 if it is withdrawn post-transfer. Finally, consent must be obtained from the data subject himself. In many cloud computing contexts where cloud providers will, for example, process the personal data of the cloud customer’s employees, suppliers or customers, this makes the use of consent to achieve compliance with data protection laws impractical.

Terms ensuring adequate safeguards - binding corporate rules

EU companies can transfer personal data to other companies forming part of their own group of companies provided that adequate safeguards are ensured through the use of binding corporate rules (BCRs). BCRs were first conceived by the Article 29 Working Party in 200346 as a means for multinational companies to overcome the EU’s data export restrictions on the basis that within such a set-up sufficient internal control can be ensured. BCRs must be tailored to the particular corporate group and must be approved by the relevant national data protection authorities (DPAs). However, despite the EU regulator’s extensive guidance47, take-up of BCRs has been slow as businesses consider them “cumbersome, costly and time-consuming to obtain”48. Until recently, BCRs were also subject to criticism because they applied solely to data controllers. They were therefore not available to cloud providers, which would often want to use them to authorise transfers to non-EEA members of their corporate group in a sub-processing relationship. The Working Party partly addressed this issue in a new
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42 Hon and Millard, FN38, p. 24.
working document\textsuperscript{43} on binding corporate rules for data processors in June 2012. Processors wanting to take advantage of the new rules must file an application with their national DPA.

Unlike controller BCRs, which are designed to allow EU-based data controllers to comply with their own data protection obligations when transferring personal data to non-EEA members of their group, processor BCRs do not currently affect any compliance obligations of the processors and potential sub-processors themselves. Instead, they enable an EU-based data controller that wants to lawfully transfer personal data to a non-EEA processor or sub-processor to adduce “adequate safeguards” under Article 26(2) of the Data Protection Directive\textsuperscript{44}. In practice this mean that the EU data controller, when applying to his national DPA for authorisation of a transfer of personal data to such a processor (or where an onward transfer from the EU-based main processor to a non-EEA sub-processor is already envisaged as part of the contract between the controller and the main processor) will be able to argue that because the recipients are subjects to the provisions of the BCRs, the rights of the data subject will be adequately protected.

Importantly, the documents published by the Working Party make it clear that, unlike controller BCRs, national DPAs may approve processor BCRs even if none of the group companies subject to them is established within the EU\textsuperscript{45}. This means that, in practice, non-EEA cloud providers could set themselves and other members of their group up as “quasi-safe harbors” for processing operations relating to personal data received from EU data controllers notwithstanding the fact that not one of them is subject to the laws of any EU member state. Although the Working Parties insists that processor BCRs, in order to be approved, must include provisions that grant third party beneficiary rights to the affected data subjects\textsuperscript{46} and that national DPAs may use their “investigative powers, powers of intervention on their territory, as well as the power to engage in legal proceedings”\textsuperscript{47} against a processor that does not comply with the BCRs, it is difficult to ignore the difficulties with enforcement that are likely to arise in those cases. How realistic is it that a data subject bringing a successful claim for damages against a non-EEA processor in the court of an EU member state will actually receive compensation from a processor that has no assets in that member state? What “investigative powers” and “powers of intervention” does an EU DPA really have in this case? The Working Party highlights that approval for BCRs could be rescinded in that case\textsuperscript{48}. However, it also confirms that this would not have retrospective effect. This is therefore likely to be cold comfort for a data subject whose data protection rights have been breached by non-EEA cloud providers post-transfer.

Nevertheless, under the current regime, processor BCRs are still likely to be of only limited utility to both cloud customers and cloud providers as their existence does not directly authorise data transfers to the companies that are bound by them. In its 2013 explanatory document the Working Party makes it clear that as part of the guarantees they must give under Article 26(2) data controllers “will still have to apply for national authorisations with the competent Data Protection Authorities to transfer data to the different entities of their service providers ([p]rocessors, sub-processors, data centres...) on the basis of [processor] BCR”\textsuperscript{49}. The extent to which processor BCRs can be used to simplify data
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exports from the EU to third countries therefore rests with the relevant national DPA and is likely to vary from member state to member state.

**Standard contractual clauses**

The European Commission has exercised its powers under Article 26(4) of the Data Protection Directive with regard to the approval of standard contractual clauses that data controllers can use as a basis for transfers of personal data to non-EEA recipients. In June 2001, it adopted a Decision50 that set out model contract clauses for controller-to-controller transfers of personal data. Under those clauses, the data exporter and importer agree to process personal data in accordance with certain standards and they confer upon data subjects the right to enforce the contract as third party beneficiaries. In December 2001, the Commission adopted a further Decision51 that included model clauses for transfers between data controllers and data processors. At first glance, the controller-to-processor clauses therefore look suitable to facilitate data transfers in the context of cloud computing provided that they are included in the contract between the cloud customer and the cloud provider.

Nevertheless, there were issues with this approach, which did not truly reflect the practicalities of the cloud computing environment. For example, controller-to-processor clauses focused entirely on the controller-processor relationship and did not envisage the further transfer of personal data from the processor to a sub-processor. Such onward transfers are common in the cloud environment as a result of the pooling of resources as well as the virtualization of information. When the 2001 Decision was revised in 2010 to take account of the expansion of processing activities outsourced by EU businesses to companies in third countries52, the revised clauses therefore included specific provisions allowing the outsourcing by the data processor of its processing activities to other sub-processors, provided that the sub-processor is under a contractual obligation to treat the data with full respect to the EU data protection requirements, and provided that appropriate technical and security measures are in place in the country of final destination.

However, model clauses have also been criticized as too inflexible for use in cloud computing arrangements53. In order to allow the cloud customers to achieve compliance, they must be used without amendments. In practice, however, cloud providers, whose bargaining position is - in most cases - likely to be considerably stronger that that of the cloud customer, are unlikely to agree to an onerous set of provisions that may affect the scope of the services they can provide and the sub-contractors they can use. The Article 29 Working Party, in its 2012 opinion on cloud computing, suggests that in addition to the standard contractual clauses, cloud providers could offer customers provisions that build on their pragmatic experiences as long as they do not contradict, directly or indirectly, the standard contractual clauses approved by the Commission or prejudice fundamental rights or freedoms of the data subjects. Given the legal uncertainty that exists in this context, it is at least arguable, though, whether this would make the adoption of standard clause more palatable for providers.

Hun and Millard have also highlighted the fact that the processor-to-controller clauses are modelled on the assumption that personal data is transferred by an EU data controller to a non-EU data processor54. Provided that this is the case, the clauses as revised in 2010 would then allow the data processor to further transfer the data to one or more of his sub-processors provided that the conditions

---


54 Ibid., p. 23.
for such transfers are met. Problems arise, however, if the original cloud computing contract is concluded between an EU cloud customer and an EU cloud provider, where the latter may nonetheless wish to use the services of a non-EEA sub-processor. As there is no need for the conclusion of standard model clauses between the parties to the cloud computing contract, the cloud provider is therefore unable to “carry forward” the obligations set out in those clauses to his own relationship with the sub-processor. A clear gap in the provisions of legal instruments intended to ease transborder data flows is therefore likely to remain until the European Commission adopts standard processor-to-processor clauses.

Safe harbor

Finally, transfers of personal data to cloud providers established in the US may also be governed by the provisions of the safe harbor principles agreed between the European Commission and the US government in 200055. Companies that sign up to the safe harbor agreement must adhere to a set of safe harbor principles, which are broadly similar to the data protection principles included in the Directive. US organisations which either self-certify through the safe harbor website, or send a letter to the Department of Commerce announcing their intention to comply with the safe harbor principles are automatically authorised to accept data transfers from the EU without the need for individual approval or compliance with other legal or regulatory requirements. Failure to comply with the safe harbor principles can result in enforcement proceedings by the US Federal Trade Commission and direct action by affected individuals in the US courts. However, the use of the safe harbor principles was called into question in 2010 when a group of German regional DPAs (“Düsseldorfer Kreis”) raised doubts over the enforcement of the principles by the US authorities56. At the time, more than 10 years after the safe harbor was first established, the FTC had yet to bring its first enforcement action against a US safe harbour signatory57. Similarly, in February 2011, the Danish DPA, Datatilsynet, issued a a decision58 on the Odense Municipality's use of the Google Apps online office suite, in which it held that although transfers of personal data to Google servers in the US would be compliant with the data export principle because Google has signed up to the safe harbor framework, transmission of data to data centres located in other insecure third countries must only occur if the special rules about the transfer of personal data to countries outside of the EEA59 are met.

In July 2012, those national developments culminated in the publication by the Article 29 Working Party of an opinion on cloud computing60 in which it cautioned companies exporting data to the US to not “merely rely on the statement of the data importer claiming that he has a Safe Harbor certification”. Instead, the EU data exporter should obtain evidence that the safe harbor self-certification exists and request evidence demonstrating that, in particular, the security principle and the notice principle are complied with. In practice, this approach is likely to limit cloud providers’s use of non-EEA and non-US sub-processors unless those checks are carried out and it is confirmed that EU regulators’ expectations in this regard are met.

57 The FTC did eventually take its first action in 2011 when it agreed a settlement with Google, inter alia, asserting that it was treating personal information collected from the EU as part of its Google Buzz service in accordance with the safe harbour framework, see FTC press release “FTC Gives Final Approval to Settlement with Google over Buzz Rollout”, 20 October 2011; available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2011/10/buzz.shtm; last visited on 29 April 2013.
59 Section 27 of the Danish Act on Processing of Personal Data.
Politically, those regulators’ uncompromising approach has raised some concerns in the US. Among other things, it prompted the US Department of Commerce’s International Trade Administration (ITA) to issue guidance in April 2013, which clarifies the US-EU safe harbor framework and how it applies to cloud computing. Pointing to the non-binding nature of Working Party opinions, it reassures cloud providers that the European Commission’s decision to recognise the safe harbor arrangement is binding on all member states and that national DPAs do not have the right unilaterally to refuse to recognize safe harbor certification as a valid means of demonstrating that a service provider ensures an adequate level of data protection. According to the ITA, cloud computing is not an entirely new business model and does not present unique issues for the safe harbor. Although the statement is likely to provide some clarity for US companies of the approach US regulatory bodies are likely to take when enforcing the safe harbor, this will not necessarily assist EU cloud customer when deciding whether or not to use those providers’ services. As long as there is doubt over whether or not that use may constitute a breach of their own data protection obligations, EU companies will be required to bear that risk, at least in those member states that take a more restrictive approach. While the Working Party’s opinions are non-binding, the authorities that may decide to follow its guidance are independent under EU law. This means that although their decisions are open to judicial challenges, data controllers wishing to do so are likely to be in for the long haul of legal proceedings. This will appeal as a reasonable option to only a small number of large companies.

Reform of the EU data protection framework

Given the issues arising from the use of the various derogations for cloud customers, cloud providers and the data subjects whose personal data is transferred between them, it could therefore be argued by each of those stakeholders that the current legal framework for international data transfers is insufficient to protect their rights and interests. Commercial actors will say that, notwithstanding the steps already taken by the European Commission, the Article 29 Working Party and national DPAs to respond to their complaints, the EU data protection framework still constitutes a barrier to trans-border data flows in general and the realisation of the economic benefits of the cloud computing model in particular. From the data subjects’ perspective it could be argued that the protective bulwark that the Data Protection Directive aims to erect around their personal data has already suffered considerable damage. At the time of writing, this bulwark is under further attack from lobbying by representatives from industry and third countries’ governments as the European Commission prepares to replace the Data Protection Directive with a new data protection regime. This regime may lead to a considerable relaxation of the existing data export rules in an attempt to facilitate the cloud computing business model. Bigo et al. have therefore claimed that this business model “is possibly at its most disruptive […] in the fact that it breaks away from the forty-year legal model for international data transfers.”

A proposal for a draft General Data Protection Regulation was put forward by the European Commission in January 2012 with the intention that it would achieve greater harmonisation across the member states and take into account changes in technology. The reform proposals follow several

---

63 Draft Regulation on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation), 25.1.2012, COM(2012) 11 final.
years of discussions at EU and member state level, including two stakeholder consultations (in 200965 and 201066) and the publication by the European Commission of a Communication “A comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union”67 in November 2010. The Regulation would be directly binding on data controllers immediately upon coming into force without the need for implementation by the member states68.

Chapter 5 of the draft Regulation includes revised provisions governing the cross-border transfer of personal data including the general rule that cross-border transfer of personal data from the EU to “a third country or to an international organisation” may only proceed if the conditions set out in that Chapter are met69; Articles 41 to 44 set out the detail of those conditions. In summary, personal data may be exported to third countries if the Commission has made an adequacy finding70, if the controller or processor has adduced appropriate safeguards with respect to the protection of personal data in a legally binding instrument71, or if one of the derogations set out in Article 44 of the draft Regulation applies.

In contrast to Article 25(6) of the Data Protection Directive, which limits the Commission’s power to make adequacy findings to “third countries” as a whole, Article 41(1) extends that power to findings with regard to territories of, or processing sectors within, third countries and international organisations. The right to make an adequacy decision with regard to a processing sector will be of particular interest to customers and providers of cloud computing services as this could, in theory, enable the Commission to bring the cloud computing industry of certain countries within the safe harbor of EU data protection law. In practice, this is likely to depend on the legal framework governing the relevant sector in the respective third country. However, this approach will favour countries like the US that have historically taken a sectoral approach to privacy laws.

Article 42(2)(b) maintains the Commission’s existing right to approve standard contractual clauses as a means for EU data controllers to adduce adequate safeguards. However, Article 42(2)(c) now also grants a similar right to national DPAs. In theory, this may result in the adoption of different types of models clauses at member states level, which may arguably present a challenge to the draft Regulation’s overall objective that national rules should be harmonised. Although the national authorities must adopt those clauses in accordance with the new consistency mechanism72, it is at least feasible that this could lead to a “race to the bottom” as national DPAs strive to adopt clauses that are perceived to be more “business friendly”. It could also re-enforce an existing tendency of non-EU companies to engage in “forum shopping” when deciding where to establish their EU headquarters.

Finally, Article 43 sets out to codify the existing BCR regime by expressly granting national DPAs the power to approve BCRs for both controllers and processors. Those BCRs must be legally binding and apply to and be enforced by every member within the controller’s or processor’s group including their employees. They must expressly confer enforceable rights on data subjects and fulfil the requirements laid down in Article 43(2). Recital 83 and Article 42(2)(a) of the draft Regulations make it clear that in the absence of an adequacy finding, data controllers and data processors may rely on BCRs to adduce adequate safeguards under Article 42(1). However, unlike under the current system, transfers of data from a data controller to a data processor that is subject to BCRs no longer require the specific approval of the competent DPA. The existence of BCRs alone would be sufficient to ensure adequacy. Interestingly, however, Article 43(2)(f) currently seems to suggest that under the draft

---

68 Article 288, Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).
69 Article 40, draft Data Protection Regulation.
70 Article 41, draft Data Protection Regulation.
71 Article 42, draft Data Protection Regulation.
72 Article 57, draft Data Protection Regulation. This mechanism requires national DPAs.
Regulation at least one member of the group of companies covered by the BCRs must be established within the EU. This would be in contrast to the current positions set out in the Article 29 Working Party’s guidance documents and would significantly reduce the utility of, in particular, processor BCRs for non-EEA cloud computing providers73.

Overall, however, the direction of travel is clear. If adopted in this form, the provisions of the draft Regulation will considerable expand the ability of EU data controllers and processors to transfer personal data to countries outside the EEA in a way that is compliant with the EU data protection framework. Although many of the means to achieve compliance with the EU’s adequacy requirements are still complex and will require time, effort and financial acumen, this is unlikely to deter large multinational companies who have much to gain by attracting customers from the lucrative EU market. In the context of cloud computing, it is therefore likely that within a few years, a significantly larger amount of personal data currently under the control of EU data controllers (and the supervision and enforcement powers of EU DPAs) will find its way to third countries both for the purposes of storage and in the course of real-time processing using location-independent platforms, software and infrastructure. The enforcement issues raised by this for EU DPAs are likely to be immense. However, facilitating and simplifying the export of increasing amounts of personal data to third countries also raises additional concerns that have until recently been rarely mentioned by the organisations involved in bringing about those changes. In particular, there is now a growing fear that EU citizens’ personal data, once it is has crossed EU borders, will be accessible to third parties outside the EU not only on the basis of contractual arrangements (over which EU data protection law seeks to grant the cloud customer a certain level of control), but also on the basis of other countries’ national laws. The remainder of this article will therefore focus on the extent to which this development is realistic in practice and whether this raises issues of compliance with the various fundamental rights frameworks to which the EU itself and the governments and parliaments of all EU member states are subject.

The threat of third party access to EU personal data

On 6 June 2013, the Guardian newspaper74 in the UK and the Washington Post75 in the US published reports that the US National Security Agency and the FBI were “tapping directly into the central servers of nine leading U.S. Internet companies, extracting audio and video chats, photographs, e-mails, documents, and connection logs that enable analysts to track foreign targets”76 in the context of a surveillance program code-named PRISM. The reports were based on a 41-slide PowerPoint presentation, disclosed to the two newspapers by whistleblower Edward Snowden, a former technical assistant for the CIA and current employee of the defence contractor Booz Allen Hamilton. According to the Guardian, “Snowden has been working at the National Security Agency for the last four years as an employee of various outside contractors, including Booz Allen and Dell”77. The slides disclosed by Snowden, said to be classified as top secret with no distribution to foreign allies, were apparently used to train intelligence operatives on the capabilities of the program. They claim that “collection directly from the servers” of major US service providers took place since 2007. Although many aspects of the claims made by Snowden have since been disputed by US government representatives and the tech companies in question, the existence of the program itself was not denied. It therefore

73 However, at the time of writing, an amendment to the draft Regulation proposed by Timothy Kirkhope on behalf of the European Conservatives and Reformists Group (the conservative group of parties in the European Parliament proposes to delete this requirement; AM2481 (Timothy Kirkhope, ECR) to the draft report by Jan Philip Albrecht, 4 March 2013; available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2f%2fEP%2f%2fNONSGML%2fCOMPARL%2fPE-506169%2fDOC%2fPDF%2fV0%2f%2f%2fEN, last visited on 22 May 2013.
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exemplifies the threat that the surveillance laws of non-EU countries can pose to the personal data of EU citizens in the cloud.

Despite John Perry Barlow’s famous claim that in the online domain the “'[g]overnments of the industrial world […] have no sovereignty where we gather'”78, governments the world over have certainly not been shy in their attempts to regulate individuals’, companies’ and public bodies’ online activities. Although those activities take place in that purportedly supra-geographical environment called cyberspace, the companies and organisations that provide access to that environment or that offer their goods and services online are invariably established in one or more countries. Rather than freeing businesses from regulation by those “‘weary giants of flesh and steel’”79 - the governments of nation states - the global nature of the internet therefore makes jurisdictional conflicts, where providers are subject to the laws of more than one country, more likely. Where the rules of different countries collide, it is normally the role of public international law to arbitrate80.

Although the territorial scope of the legal frameworks regulating online activities varies from country to country, it is likely that communications and online service providers will have to comply with the corporate governance, consumer protection, data protection and other public policy rules of at least the country in which they are established. They may also be subject to the rules of other countries in which they operate a branch office, operate equipment, employ staff or at which they target their activities. A study on privacy in the cloud carried out on behalf of the European Parliament in 201281 therefore underlines the challenge of jurisdiction as central to the determination of the responsibilities and legal liabilities of data controllers and processors on the one hand and the rights of the individual on the other. The study highlights that personal data uploaded to the cloud (data-at-rest) as well as processing operations carried out using cloud infrastructure or software (data in motion) will not only be “subsumed into a complex mesh of contracts that are primarily concerned with abstracting the details of where and how processing actually takes place”82; the “heavily subcontracted”83 nature of cloud services also means that they may fall within the scope of jurisdictions neither the cloud customer nor the individual data subject, whose data is shared or processed in this way, envisaged. The laws applicable in those jurisdictions may provide a significantly different level of protection compared to those in place in the EU jurisdiction from which that data or those processing activities originate. Where the data is located, who controls it and who has access to it therefore still matters in cloud computing, something that a holistic approach to data protection must take into account.

Systematic access to cloud data by non-EU government bodies

In the light of developments like PRISM, one area that should be of particular concern for EU member states in this context is the right of third countries’ law enforcement and security agencies to systematic access to personal information held in, or processed through, the cloud. In recent years, growing evidence for such access can be found in many countries. In 2011, a group of researchers partnered with the University of Indiana (UoI) and the Centre for Democracy & Technology (CDT) carried out a study mapping the legal frameworks governing such systematic access in nine countries84. While it is perhaps fits with the prejudices of Western observers that countries like China were shown to facilitate the wide-spread and relatively unfettered access of public bodies to personal in-
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81 Bigo et.al., FN62, p. 9.
82 ibid., p. 11.
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formation held by private companies\textsuperscript{85}, at least functionally similar measures may shortly also be adopted in countries like Australia\textsuperscript{86} and Canada\textsuperscript{87}. However, given recent events, the dominance of US companies’ in the cloud sector and the changes to the legal framework governing the surveillance powers of US law enforcement and security agencies post-9/11, particular attention must undoubtedly be paid to US laws.

The most intriguing aspect of those laws is the way in which they differentiate between US citizens and legal residents and everyone else. While surveillance of the former category is subject to compliance with reasonably strict substantive and procedural conditions to at least some extent, the latter category is protected by far less impressive safeguards. The laws authorising access by US law enforcement and security agencies to personal data of US persons are described by Pell\textsuperscript{88}, who distinguishes between access to communications content and non-content communications data. For US persons, the extent to which that data is protected from law enforcement access under US law ranges from full warrant-based protection for the real time interception of communications content to an almost complete lack of protection for access to stored content and non-content data held by private companies other than providers of electronic communications services\textsuperscript{89} (ECS) or remote computing services\textsuperscript{90} (RCS).

For example, the Wiretap Act\textsuperscript{91} - according to Pell generally regarded to be “the ‘gold-standard’ for limiting the unconstitutional collection or over-collection of communications content”\textsuperscript{92} - provides a triple lock by requiring federal government agencies to establish that there is probable cause for believing (1) that the individual is involved in committing a specific offence, (2) that the content intercepted will concern that offence, and (3) that the facilities used for the transmission of the communication are being used in connection with the commission of the offence or listed, leased or commonly used by the individual under observation\textsuperscript{93}. In addition, federal agencies must show that normal investigative procedures have tried and failed, reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed or be too dangerous\textsuperscript{94}.

The Stored Communications Act (SCA)\textsuperscript{95}, which governs law enforcement access to stored content communication of US persons, distinguishes between content stored by ECS and RCS. While content stored in an ECS (for example, unopened e-mail) can only be accessed on the basis of a warrant\textsuperscript{96}, access to content in RCS storage (for example, an opened e-mail) is subject to a slightly lower threshold. It can be based on two additional grounds: a court order under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) where the agency must show, with “specific and articulable facts”, that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the information requested is “relevant and material” to an ongoing criminal investigation\textsuperscript{97} or a mere subpoena\textsuperscript{98}. As Pell points out, “a large amount of data stored in the cloud […] is arguably in

\textsuperscript{89} Defined as any service which provides to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or electronic communications, 18 U.S.C. §§2510(14).
\textsuperscript{90} Defined as the provision to the public of computer storage or processing services by means of an electronic system, 18 U.S.C. §§2711(2).
\textsuperscript{91} Title I of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA); 18 U.S.C. §§2510-2520.
\textsuperscript{92} Pell, FN88, p. 248.
\textsuperscript{93} 18 U.S.C. §§2518(3)(a),(b), (d).
\textsuperscript{94} 18 U.S.C. §§2518(3)(c).
\textsuperscript{95} Title II of ECPA; 18 U.S.C. §§2701-2712.
\textsuperscript{96} 18 U.S.C. §§2703(a).
\textsuperscript{97} 18 U.S.C. §§2703 (b)(1)(B)(i).
RCS storage,” meaning that the SCA currently provides for access to an ever-increasing amount of information without the need for a warrant even for US citizens. Similarly, providers of both ECS and RCS may disclose non-content information about their subscribers or customers including subscriber data, telephone records, records of times and durations of calls, assigned network addresses, means of payment and bank details on the basis of a warrant, court order or subpoena. If this kind of data is held by a private company that does not provide ECS or RCS, the SCA provides no protection from government requests for access to that data. More importantly, SCA itself does not restrict providers of ECS and RCS from disclosing non-content customer records and information to non-government entities, meaning that once disclosed in that way, government agencies may be able to request access to it from such “fourth parties” without the need to observe any procedural requirements.

Finally, Title III of ECPA grants law enforcement agencies the power to access real time non-content communications data on the basis of a so-called “Pen/Trap” order. The court will grant the order if it finds that the applicant has (self-)certified that the information likely to be obtained in this way is relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation. As there is no obligation on the court issuing the order to evaluate the claims made by the applicant in the certification, there is “no meaningful judicial oversight” in this case.

Nevertheless, the fact that in all those cases surveillance is linked to specific investigations where the target of the surveillance is suspected of being involved in criminal activity, in theory, provides protection from the use of those powers for “fishing expeditions” by law enforcement and security agencies. Although the powers granted to those agencies - particularly with regard to RCS - are certainly wide-ranging, they are not limitless. However, tied as they are to the investigation of criminal offences, it is overall unlikely that it will be possible to use them to access the data of Non-US citizens not resident in the US, even if that data is held by US cloud providers. Those non-US citizens will rarely have the opportunity to participate in crimes committed on US soil, save possibly in the case where an EU data subject is suspected of having committed a cybercrime against an individual or an organisation in the US or acts as a “remote” accessory. Much more worrying for EU citizens are therefore the additional powers granted to US law enforcement and security agencies under FISA.

Originally, FISA was conceived as a separate legal framework that regulated the use of surveillance in the context of espionage. As such it historically granted powers to US intelligence and security services that were much broader than those set out in ECPA, “allowing for more surveillance and less judicial oversight.” Among other things, FISA authorises the warrantless electronic surveillance of wire or radio communications provided it is solely directed at the acquisition of content transmitted by means of communications used exclusively between or among foreign powers. Similarly, the Attorney General may make an application for the installation and use of a pen register or trap and trace device for any investigation to obtain foreign intelligence information not concerning “United States persons” or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities. While these powers were not without criticism, they were at least unlikely to affect the majority of US and non-US citizens unless they were engaged in, or exchanged communications with a person engaged in, the intelligence activities of a foreign power or international terrorism activities. However, with the introduction of the FISA Amendments Act of 2008 (FISAAA) the situation
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changed significantly not only for US citizens but, in particular, for persons outside the US, whose communications might be processed or stored by electronic communications providers (ECSPs) that are subject to FISA. A new §1881a FISA now grants the Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence to make an application to the FISA court for the authorisation of the “targeting of persons reasonably believed to be located outside the United States to acquire foreign intelligence information”\(^\text{111}\). On the basis of such an authorisation, the Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence may require an ECSP to provide the government with the information, facilities, or assistance necessary to accomplish the acquisition of such foreign intelligence information for a period of up to one year\(^\text{115}\).

ECSPs include not only telecommunications carriers and providers of electronic communications services, but also providers of remote computing services as defined in §2711 SCA\(^\text{114}\). As already explained above, this description is likely to include the provision of cloud computing services. It therefore becomes immediately obvious that FISAAA significantly extends the scope of FISA surveillance from mere wiretapping (i.e. the acquisition of content of wire and radio communications) to data stored or processed by US cloud providers.

Moreover, the purpose for which US government agencies may use the new FISAAA powers, significantly exceed those previously included in §§1801-1812 FISA. The “foreign intelligence information” that may be acquired under §1881a is broadly defined and includes \textit{inter alia} information with respect to a foreign power that relates to the conduct of foreign affairs of the United States\(^\text{115}\). The definition of “foreign power” includes any foreign-based political organisation, not substantially composed of United States persons\(^\text{116}\). This could arguably refer to members of lawful political parties, civil society organisations or campaign groups, which leads Bigo \textit{et al} to argue that “it is lawful in the US to conduct purely political surveillance on foreigners’ data accessible in US clouds\(^\text{117}\).

Those developments, which had only slowly captured the attention of civil society campaigners\(^\text{118}\), academic scholars\(^\text{119}\) and media outlets\(^\text{120}\) before the PRISM scandal hit the headlines, have now experienced significantly greater scrutiny on both sides of the Atlantic. Governments of EU member states, EU regulators and other EU institutions have also started to take note. In his opinion on the European Commission’s cloud computing strategy, the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) acknowledges, for example, that access requests from foreign law enforcement bodies raise specific issues in terms of data protection, in particular in relation to ensuring that the protection afforded to individuals in Europe with respect to their data is not significantly weakened or ignored in such context\(^\text{121}\). Similarly, the EU’s Article 29 Working Party highlights the risk that personal data could be

\(^{111}\) 50 U.S.C. §§1881a(g).

\(^{112}\) 50 U.S.C. §§1881a(a).

\(^{113}\) 50 U.S.C. §§1881a(b)(1)(A).


\(^{116}\) 50 U.S.C. §§1801(a)(5).

\(^{117}\) FN81, p. 34.

\(^{118}\) See, for example, Workshop chaired by Caspar Bowden “How to wiretap the Cloud (without anybody noticing)” at ORGCon 2013, organized by the Open Rights Group, \url{http://orgcon.opentechgroup.org/2013-old/programme/}.


\(^{121}\) Opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor on the Commission’s Communication on “Unleashing the potential of Cloud Computing in Europe”, Brussels, 16 November 2012, p. 22; available at
disclosed to (foreign) law enforcement agencies without a valid EU legal basis and thus a breach of EU data protection law would occur123. In November 2013, the German Upper Chamber, the Bundesrat, published its comments on the Commission’s cloud strategy in which it called on the Commission, when entering into an international dialogue with third countries on cloud computing to, inter alia, promote solutions to the existing jurisdictional conflicts and to develop a realistic transitional strategy that guarantees an appropriate level of data protection with regard to processing operations carried out in third countries124. This follows earlier calls by German Home Secretary Hans-Peter Friedrich for the establishment of a German “federal cloud”125.

The revelations about the PRISM program have now also prompted demands for clarification from the US government by other EU institutions. Following calls from the Article 29 Working Party126, the EDPS127 and the European Parliament128, European Commission Vice-President Viviane Reding, in a strongly-worded letter to US Attorney General Eric Holder129, has requested clarification on whether the PRISM program is only aimed at data of citizens and residents of the US or also, or perhaps only, at non-US citizens and residents, including European citizens. She also wants to know whether access to that data is strictly limited to specific and individual cases, based on a concrete suspicion, or if information is also accessed in bulk. Following a meeting with Holder in Dublin on 14 June 2013, Reding appeared before the European Parliament confirming plans to establish a “transatlantic expert group” that would look into the matter130. She called the PRISM case a “wake-up call that shows how urgent it is to have a solid piece of [data protection] legislation”.

Systematic access to cloud data by EU government bodies

At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the EU itself and its member states are by no means immune to the trend of granting law enforcement agencies increasing access to private-sector data. The proposed EU-wide mandatory disclosure of airline passenger records131, the growth in voluntary information sharing arrangements between public and private-sector organisations132, and the mining and profiling of personal information contained in public and private sector databases133 are but a few

122 FN60, p. 5.
131 See, for example, the willingness by Transport for London to provide the London Metropolitan Police with access to the location and other data generated by users of its Oyster Card. A 2012 Freedom of Information request revealed that between 2008 and 2011, the police requested Oyster Card data in more than 22,000 cases, see S Laja, “Metropolitan police requests TfL’s data 22,000 times over four years”, Government Computing, 9 February 2012. Available at http://police.governmentcomputing.com/news/2012/feb/09/met-police-oyster-card-data-requests-tfl; last visited on 10 May 2013.
132 Section 98a, German Criminal Procedure Act (Strafprozeßordnung) (the so-called “Rasterfahndung”).
of the many examples that reflect the steady move towards a large-scale public-private information sharing nexus, mostly in the name of crime prevention and public and national security. Of course, even in the EU the benevolent term “sharing” conceals a multitude of sins as the commercial entities required to disclose information to their public sector counterparts rarely have a real say in the matter or derive any material benefits from the transaction. Disclosures are instead mandated by EU or national laws, or are made “voluntarily” with a view to pre-empting the adoption of such laws. Similarly, law enforcement and security agencies’ wiretapping and general surveillance powers\textsuperscript{135} as well as their powers to access subscriber and communications data retained by communications service providers\textsuperscript{134} have been systematically expanded in many EU member states to take account of the changing communications landscape. This leads US commentators like Schwartz to point out the irony that government officials of EU member states can simultaneously call for the introduction of a national or EU cloud while advocating measures that would “expand [their own] government’s access to certain kinds of information for security and law enforcement purposes”\textsuperscript{133}.

However, from an EU citizens’ point of view, there is a difference between having their data accessed by EU law enforcement agencies compared to agencies in third countries. Within the EU, all laws authorising surveillance are subject to a complex system of checks and balances that safeguard EU citizens’ right to privacy in a way that goes significantly beyond the protection granted by the constitutions of most non-EU countries even to those countries’ own citizens. It certainly goes beyond the protection those third countries provide to foreigners. To understand fully the concerns of EU citizens, companies and policymakers with regard to the privacy risks they face when placing personal data in the cloud, it is therefore necessary to look in more detail at the way in which fundamental rights regimes underpin and constrain law enforcement access to EU citizens’ personal data both within and outside the EU, and, in particular, whether the wide-ranging powers granted to foreign law enforcement agencies, for example under §1881a of FISA, would be compliant with the fundamental rights rights granted to EU citizens within the EU on which their expectation of privacy is based.

**Fundamental rights protection of EU citizens’ data in the cloud**

Although this article will focus on the compatibility of §1881a FISA with the right to privacy as it is protected in most EU countries, the principal issues raised in the context of this analysis are likely to apply to similar laws in other countries. This analysis will highlight both the cultural understanding of EU citizens of the extent to which their data is – and should be – protected from interference by public bodies, as well as the differences between the normative frameworks that govern that interference in the EU and, in this case, the US.

**The right to privacy within the EU**

Within any EU member state, the powers of law enforcement and security agencies to interfere in citizens’ private life are severely curtailed by a mesh of national EU and international human rights frameworks. Overall, this provides EU citizens with a comprehensive, multi-level system of fundamental rights protection that restricts executive powers and that is subject to a multitude of overlapping and sometimes competing systems of judicial review. However, the protection of privacy as a fundamental right pervades all elements of that system and thus informs and shapes EU citizens’ un-

\textsuperscript{133} See, for example, Part 1, Chapter I of the UK Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 and sections 94, 99 and 100a of the German Criminal Procedure Code.

\textsuperscript{134} See, for example, Part 1, Chapter II, UK Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 and sections 111, 112 and 113b, German Telecommunications Act (Telekommunikationsgesetz) as amended by the Act for the New Regulation of Telecommunications Surveillance (Gesetz zur Neuregelung der Telekommunikationsüberwachung, 21 December 2007), Section 113b latter has been declared void by the German Constitutional court because it violates Article 10(1) of the German Basic Law (protection of the secrecy of telecommunications).

nderstanding of the extent to which public bodies may interfere with that right in the pursuit of competing rights, freedoms and public interests.

At the cross-cutting, international level, Article 8(1) of the ECHR protects an individual’s right to “respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence”. In practice, this means that the state organs of contracting states must refrain from acting in a way which would violate Convention rights.236 While the EU itself has not yet acceded to the ECHR, a commitment to do so is included in Article 6(2) of the Treaty on European Union.237 However, all 27 EU member states are currently contracting parties to the Convention in their own right, which ensures a reasonably consistent application of its provisions across the EU. Enforcement of the ECHR is subject to the judicial oversight of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in Strasbourg.

At EU level, the protection of privacy is governed by the Charter of Fundamental Rights which came into force on 1 December 2009 following the ratification of the Treaty of Lisbon Amending the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the European Community (Lisbon Treaty)238 by all EU member states. The Charter protects citizens’ privacy through the combination of two separate rights set out in its Articles 7 and 8: the right to respect for private and family life and the right to the protection of personal data. It is enforced by the Court of Justice of the European Union. Article 52(3) of the Charter provides that to the extent that Charter rights correspond to Convention Rights the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down in the ECHR. Given that the Charter was adopted fairly recently and that the body of case law dealing with the violation of Charter rights is still limited, analysis for the purpose of this article will therefore be limited the jurisprudence of the ECtHR.

The ECtHR has traditionally interpreted the concept of “private life” included in Article 8(1) in broad terms. As the concept covers multiple aspects of physical and social identity and therefore does not lend itself to an exhaustive definition, the court’s interpretation is also constantly evolving. Apart from a person’s name, gender, sexual orientation and sexual life,291 the ECtHR has in the past considered that information about a person’s health292 or an individual’s ethnic identity and racial origin, a person’s right to their image,293 and their biometric information, including DNA samples and profiles and fingerprints, all fall within the protective sphere of Article 8(1). Its protection is therefore likely to apply to the majority of personal data uploaded to the cloud by EU citizens or commercial EU cloud customers.

Restrictions on the right to privacy

However, Article 8(1) is not an absolute right. It is restricted by Article 8(2) ECHR which provides that a public authority may interfere with its exercise if such interference is “necessary in a democ-

236 While Article 34 of the ECHR, as a general rule rule, confines the ECHR to dealing with applications by an individual claiming to be a victim of a violation by one of the Contracting Parties, Section I of the ECHR does not in itself confine liability to the state. Several commentators therefore argue that, where Section I is incorporated into national law, or where it can be invoked before the nationals courts, Contracting States are free to allow a limited effect on third parties (“Drittwirkung”), see, for example, EA Alkema (1988), at 33-45 and A Clapham (1993).
237 Following the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty which turn the EU’s longstanding aspiration to become a contracting party to the ECHR into a legal obligation, the EU is currently going through the accession process. In April 2013, the final version of the draft accession agreement was concluded; see Draft Revised Agreement on the Accession of the European Union to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 5 April 2013; available at http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/hrpolicy/Accession/Meeting_reports/47_1%282013%29008_final_report_EN.pdf; last visited on 13 May 2013. The draft agreement will now be submitted to the Court of Justice of the European Union for its opinion on the compatibility of the accession agreement with EU law.
238 OJ C306/1
239 Article 6(2) Lisbon Treaty in conjunction with Article 6(1) Treaty on European Union (TEU) as revised by the Lisbon Treaty.
240 See, for example, Mikulic v Croatia [2002] ECHR 27, at para 53.
244 For a detailed description of the extent of the right protected by Article 8(1) ECHR, see S and Marper v United Kingdom [2009] 48 E.H.R.R.50, at para. 66 with further references.
ratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”

Contracting states are therefore required to balance those different interests against each other when adopting laws that may interfere with EU citizens’ privacy.

The ECtHR’s case law with regard to the protection of information privacy is dominated by decisions relating to the surveillance by contracting states of the communications of individuals within their territory. While initially the acts under review involved the surveillance of postal communications (for example, the right of security and law enforcement agencies to intercept and open letters) more recently, cases are likely to deal with the interception of phone calls or electronic communications and the collection, access to and use of personal data (including communications data).

Although the ECtHR accepts that the domestic legislature enjoys a “margin of appreciation” concerning the fixing of the conditions under which a measure with the potential to interfere with Article 8(1) ECHR can be employed, it insists in Klass v Germany that the exception in Article 8(2) ECHR is to be narrowly interpreted.

For example, the ECtHR has expressed the view that the phrase “in accordance with the law” in Article 8(2) does not merely refer back to a requirement that domestic law authorising an interference must exist but also that the quality of that law must be taken into account. In particular, the law in question must be “adequately accessible” to the citizen and must be formulated with sufficient precision to enable the citizen to “foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail”. Domestic law must “afford adequate legal protection against arbitrariness and […] indicate with sufficient clarity the scope of discretion conferred on the competent authorities and the manner of its exercise”. Looking at the wide-ranging powers that §1881a grants to US law enforcement and security agencies with respect to “targeting” it is at least questionable whether they would meet the qualitative standards set down by the ECtHR for compliance with Article 8(2). Both the obligation to “provide the government with information, facilities, or assistance” with regard to the acquisition of foreign intelligence data and the extremely wide interpretation of what constitutes such data are unlikely to meet the foreseeability and clarity requirements described above.

With regard to the requirement that any law authorising an interference with citizens’ right to privacy must remain within the bounds of what is “necessary in a democratic society”, the ECtHR must be satisfied of the existence of “adequate and effective guarantees against abuse”.

In this context, the Court observes in Klass that it has to take account of two important facts in its appreciation of the scope of protection offered by Article 8: the technical advances made in the means of espionage and surveillance and the development of terrorism in Europe. The court highlights the heightened threat
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of “highly sophisticated forms of espionage and […] terrorism” and specifically regards a country’s right “to undertake the secret surveillance of subversive elements operating within its jurisdiction” as a justifiable means to counter this threat effectively. It also recognises that “national authorities enjoy a fairly wide margin of appreciation in choosing the means for achieving the legitimate aim of protecting national security”. However, the ECtHR makes it clear that “in view of the risk that a system of secret surveillance for the protection of national security may undermine or even destroy democracy under the cloak of defending it”, adequate and effective guarantees against abuse must exist.

§1881a arguably includes only very limited safeguards designed to protect individuals innocent of any criminal or terrorist activities from its potential impact on their right to privacy. It lacks many of the safeguards and justifications that European courts would seek in this context, including a clear reference to the overriding public interest objective (taken from the enumerative list included in Article 8(2) ECHR) that it is designed to protect and an unambiguous justification of why a measure of this kind and severity is necessary to achieve that objective.

When determining whether a particular measure is “necessary in a democratic society” the ECtHR will take into account the specific conditions that must be satisfied before the interfering measure can be carried out and the level of oversight and supervision employed with regard to any state activity that interferes with the right to privacy. A measure is not normally deemed necessary unless the interference in question is proportionate to the legitimate aim it pursues. The court “will look at the interference complained of […] and determine whether the reasons adduced by the national authorities to justify it are relevant and sufficient and whether the means employed were proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued”. It will also consider if there is a less restrictive alternative to the measure employed.

The ECtHR specifically highlights the importance of the protection of personal data for a person’s enjoyment of his right under Article 8(1) and acknowledges that domestic law must afford appropriate safeguards to prevent the use of personal data inconsistent with its guarantees. Although the court acknowledges that “the fight against crime, and in particular against organised crime and terrorism […] depends to a great extent on the use of modern scientific techniques of investigation and identification”, it observes that the protection afforded by Article 8 “would be unacceptably weakened if the use of modern scientific techniques in the criminal-justice system were allowed at any cost and without carefully balancing the potential benefits of the extensive use of such techniques against important private-life interests”.

The ability under FISA of executive bodies to certify compliance with the very wide conditions on which a §1881a directive can be based combined with the provision of judicial oversight by the largely democratically unaccountable Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court and the release from private law liability of ECSPs for compliance with a §1881a directive provide for a very low level of protection of citizens’ from abuse of process. There is no consideration of less intrusive means that may be available and no evidence that a balance of interest between the national and public security interests of the US and the rights and freedoms of the individuals whose personal information is uli-
mately accessed has been carried out. Moreover, FISA does not include anything in the way of an acknowledgement that non-US persons do in fact enjoy any rights and freedoms that US law enforcement and security bodies need to take into account when subjecting them to the kind of surveillance that §1881a authorises. This has led van Hoboken et al. to argue that FISA was in fact “not intended to protect Europeans or other foreigners from the interception of their communications by the [US] intelligence and national security agencies”. While it could be argued that this approach is due to FISA’s traditional status as a statute regulating surveillance in the context of espionage, it is at least questionable whether it is at all appropriate with regard to the large-scale and potentially blanket political surveillance of individuals whose data happens to be stored in the US cloud. Given that the vast majority of that data is likely to refer to individuals that are innocent of any espionage or terrorist activity and given also that that much of it will originate from countries and regions that generally consider themselves to be friends and allies of the United States, the extent of the powers granted by §1881a not only causes political frustration among EU citizens, companies and policymakers, it also raises question about the steps the EU may need to take in order to protect its citizens from a kind of interference by non-US law enforcement and security agencies that, were it to happen within the EU, would to all intents and purposes be considered incompatible with the EU fundamental rights standards outlined above. This is particularly important as there is a danger – as the PRISM scandal has shown – that information collected and evaluated by the US government on the basis of such incompatible laws may find their way back into the EU through information sharing agreements between US and EU law enforcement authorities. This would effectively grant EU authorities access to data that they could not lawfully obtain given the restrictions imposed by their own fundamental rights frameworks.

Protection of EU citizens’s right to privacy in the US

Unfortunately, the concerns of US commentators with regard to FISA have so far largely focused on the possibility that US citizens may be caught in the crosshairs of US anti-terrorist and counter-espionage activities. This attitude has, if anything, increased since the PRISM revelations were made, to the point where President Obama felt that it would be sufficient to reassure fellow-Americans about the intrusions by pointing out that only non-US persons were targeted under the program. What little FISA includes in terms of democratic checks and balances is indeed largely concerned with ensuring that US law enforcement and security agencies, in their pursuit of foreign intelligence information, do not interfere with the Fourth Amendments rights of US citizens or legal residents. This is despite the fact that it is generally acknowledged that those Fourth Amendment Rights are not available to non-US citizens resident outside the US.

The Fourth Amendment to the US Constitution protects individuals’ right to protection from unreasonable searches and seizures. Although never specifically interpreted as granting a general right to privacy, it imposes restrictions on public bodies attempting to access or monitor both physical and virtual spaces deemed to be part of an individual’s private sphere. The application of the Fourth Amendment to cases of wiretapping and, subsequently, electronic surveillance goes back to the case of Katz v. United States in 1967, when the US Supreme Court concluded that the government’s activities in electronically listening to and recording the petitioner’s words while using a public phone booth violated his expectation of privacy. In his concurring opinion, Justice Harlan formulated a two
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part test, which establishes that police activity constitutes a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment if the individual “has exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy” and society is prepared to recognize that this expectation is (objectively) reasonable. The significance of Katz, among other things, was in the fact that the court moved away from a definition of privacy as place towards a view of privacy as something that relates to a person or a situation or context.\textsuperscript{172}

It is less clear whether communications data and data stored by online providers enjoy Fourth Amendment protection. In the case of United States v Miller\textsuperscript{177} the Supreme Court developed what is now known as the so-called “third-party doctrine”, whereby there is no reasonable expectation of privacy in documents voluntarily conveyed to financial institutions and their employees in the ordinary course of business. Later, in Smith v Maryland\textsuperscript{178}, this was reinforced when the court held that the Fourth Amendment does not apply to “transactional information” associated with making phone calls (for example, the telephone numbers from and to which the call was made and the length of the call) because that information is knowingly conveyed to third parties (that is, the telephone companies connecting the call) for their legitimate business purposes. More recently, this has been called into question with regard to emails stored on the server of a third party. In the case of United States v Warshak\textsuperscript{179} the Sixth Circuit held that government agents that compel an ISP to surrender the contents of a subscriber’s emails are deemed to have conducted a Fourth Amendment search.

However, from an EU citizen’s point of view, it is ultimately moot whether or not US law ensures the protection of privacy that is comparable to the guarantees provided by the European fundamental rights frameworks as it is generally acknowledged that Fourth Amendment protection is not available to foreign nationals not resident in the United States. The US courts’ jurisprudence regarding the Fourth Amendment rights of foreign nationals can be traced back to the case of United States v Verdugo-Urquidez\textsuperscript{180} where the court held that US officials do not have to meet Fourth Amendment requirements when conducting a search in a foreign country if the searched party lacks a “significant voluntary connection with the United States”.\textsuperscript{181} While it seems clear that the average EU citizens whose data is uploaded to the US cloud is unlikely to meet the “voluntary connection” standard required in Verdugo, it could of course be argued that the access authorised under §1881a FISA will, in most cases, take place inside rather than outside the United States. Requests for access to data stored by US cloud providers as well as requests for assistance in the real time monitoring of cloud processing activities are likely to be be fulfilled within the territory of the United States, even where the data is physically stored or processed on servers situated outside the US, or by non-US subsidiaries of US cloud providers. On the literal application of the Verdugo test, it is therefore at least feasible that EU citizens could argue that its criteria are not met in the case of §1881a access to their data. Indeed, taking this point further, there is an argument to be made that, on the contrary, the fact that that data is stored, processed or in some other way accessible inside the US might ultimately assist EU citizens in their endeavour to establish a “voluntary connection”\textsuperscript{182} thus making the case that they should be able to benefit from Fourth Amendment protection in this case.

However, unless there is a significant turnaround in the US Courts’ perspective, this interpretation is ultimately unlikely, given the Court’s reasoning in Verdugo. It held that “the purpose of the Fourth

\textsuperscript{172} However, it should be noted that in the recent case of United States v Jones 132 S.Ct. 945 (2012), Justice Scalia set out a new doctrine for determining what constitutes a Fourth Amendment search that again seems to emphasise the spatial element. It includes a trespass-based test in circumstances where the search requires the government to enter, access or interfere with one of the targets listed in the Fourth Amendment (persons, houses, papers or effects).
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Amendment was to protect the people of the United States against arbitrary action by their own Government” and that “it was never suggested that the provision was intended to restrain the actions of the Federal Government against aliens outside of the United States Territory”. What this statement therefore illustrates to perfection is the fundamental difference in attitude towards the protection of rights that is taken in the US Constitution (as it is currently interpreted) on the one hand and in the ECHR and the Charter on the other. While the US courts have adopted a “civil rights” approach that only affords those rights to its own citizens, the majority of European countries view rights, including the right to privacy, as human rights that deserve universal protection.

EU policymakers, legislators and regulators must therefore face up to the fact that their ongoing attempts to simplify the EU data protection framework with a view to making it easier for EU businesses lawfully to export personal data of EU data subjects to processors and controller in non-EEA countries are likely, in a cloud computing scenario, to have the possibly unintended but certainly undesirable effect of exposing that data to the not inconsiderable risk that it may be available post-transfer to the law enforcement and security agencies of third countries on the basis of national laws. In many cases, but particularly in the case of §1881a FISA, those laws may fail to provide guarantees with regard to EU data subjects’ right to privacy that are in any way comparable to the protections provided as part of the various EU fundamental rights regimes.

This is problematic on an ethical and possibly an economic level, given that EU citizens’ cultural perception of the extent to which their personal data is protected from unlawful government access (and their perception of what constitutes “unlawfulness” in this context) is likely to influence their attitude towards entrusting their data to an online provider. If it becomes clear that, in practice, those citizens’ “reasonable expectation of privacy”, as it would be defined in a European context, is not met if the data is exported to a cloud provider that operates outside the EU, there is at least a possibility that those citizens and EU companies will refrain from entrusting their (or the customers’, employees’ and suppliers’) data to the cloud altogether. This suggests that there is at least a clear policy mandate for EU institutions and national governments either to ensure that EU citizens’ personal data must enjoy equivalent fundamental rights protection abroad or to prevent that data from being exposed to the kinds of risk described above through legislative and regulatory intervention.

However, given the clear obligations imposed on EU and national governments by the various fundamental rights instruments to “secure to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms [set out in those instruments]”, the question could also be raised whether those governments are under a legal obligation either to take positive, preventative legislative measures to protect EU citizens personal data in a cloud computing context or to at least refrain from adopting laws that significantly put EU citizens’ personal data at risk. The remainder of this article will therefore focus on answering this question.

A fundamental rights obligation to protect EU data sovereignty in the cloud?

The ECtHR has historically argued that all of the states’ obligations under the ECHR can be divided into negative and positive obligations. While a negative obligation essentially constitutes a defence against the arbitrary interference with the protected right by public authorities, positive obligations are defined as the state’s duty to take reasonable and appropriate measures to secure the individual’s
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182 Article 1, ECHR.
rights. Under the ECHR, positive obligations are usually based on a combination of the right in question – for example, the right to privacy in Article 8 ECHR - and the contracting states’ general duty set out in Article 1 ECHR to “secure to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms defined” therein.

In essences this means that negative obligations require the state to refrain from interference while a positive obligation requires a positive intervention. Conversely, a state violates a negative obligation through a positive action that prevents or limits the exercise of the protected right by the individual (“the state does something it should not do”), while it infringes a positive obligation if it remains inactive or passive (“the state fails to do something it should do”). At the legislative level, it could therefore be argued that a negative obligation is a constitutional norm that prevents the state from adopting a primary or secondary legal instrument that is incompatible with the values protected in that norm, while a positive obligation includes an implied instruction to the contracting state to adopt such laws as are necessary to “ensure the tangible material and judicial conditions” that facilitate the genuine exercise of the protected right.

Taking those ideas to their natural conclusion with regard to the issues described in this article, the question arises whether the European institutions can be said to be under an obligation either (1) to refrain from adopting data protections laws that are likely to facilitate a likely breach of EU citizens’ right to privacy by the governments of third countries (negative obligation); or (2) to must adopt laws, including international agreements and treaties, that have as their objective the protection of that right from the interference by governments of third countries (positive obligation).

Applying this line of thinking specifically to the current discussions surrounding the reform of the EU data protection framework we must therefore ask ourselves whether the ECHR restrict the EU institutions’ power to adopt the new data export provisions set out in Articles 40 to 45 of the new Data Protection Regulation if those provisions have the practical effect of maximising the amount of personal data that can lawfully be exported to the kind of third countries where it may be accessed by law enforcement and security agencies on the basis of laws that would arguably be incompatible with Article 8 ECHR were they adopted by an EU member state? Going even further, does Article 8 ECHR in conjunction with Article 1 ECHR impose a positive obligation on the EU institutions either to include specific provisions in the new Data Protection Regulation that would prevent the export of EU citizens’ personal data to jurisdictions where it is put at risk in this way or, alternatively, does it impose a positive obligation on the EU institutions to enter into international agreements with third countries like the US which would have the effect of extending, as a minimum, the constitutional protections those countries grant to their own people to EU citizens?

The territorial principle

The answer to these questions is likely to be found in the interpretation of the words “within their jurisdiction” in Article 1 ECHR. Does it mean that a contracting state is responsible for the protection of Convention rights solely within the geographical territory under its control? Or does it mean that it must strive to protect the rights of all individuals for which it is deemed responsible under the ECHR (i.e. its own citizens and those lawfully resident within its borders) from a violation of their fundamental rights regardless of where that violation may occur?
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In the case of Assanidze v. Georgia the ECtHR takes an almost entirely territorial approach stating that countries “are answerable for any violation of the protected rights and freedoms of anyone within their jurisdiction” – or competence – at the time of the violation”. In the context of that case, the court explains that this means that a state is responsible under the ECHR for the actions of its own public bodies or (diplomatic) representatives to the extent that they operate within any territory it controls, including “acts performed on board vessels flying the State flag or on aircraft or spacecraft registered there” as well as occupied territories. Taken literally, this interpretation would ultimately relieve the states from the need to protect their citizens’ from the actions of third parties abroad.

However, it could be argued that the global nature of the internet and, in particular, the ability of cloud computing services to store and process personal information remotely at a location outside the data subject’s jurisdiction should result in a change to this purely territorial paradigm. It is true that an approach that restricts a state’s responsibility for breaches of ECHR rights to those that happen within its own borders or are committed by their own public authorities makes sense in an offline environment. Protecting fundamental rights requires an element of control by state actors that is severely lacking when the breach is committed by the authorities of a third country and where the effect of that breach is ultimately only experienced on the territory of a third country. For example, it is not claimed that the ECHR would require a contracting state to protect an EU citizen resident in a third country from the effect of local laws. This is based in the main on the principle of non-interference in an international law context with regard to the exercise by other states of their sovereign powers. In addition, there is an assumption that an EU citizen resident in a third country would, in theory, be able to avail himself of the protections against state interferences with his rights that are available to citizens and residents of that third country (for example, Fourth Amendment protection for lawful aliens in the US). In this context, the EU citizen – by choosing to live in a country with a different legal framework and a potentially different set of individual rights – has, within diplomatic limits, to a certain extent traded in his claim for protection by his own legal system for a claim for protection by the legal system of his chosen place of residence.

However, cloud computing challenges the geographical absolute of rights being both guaranteed and breached either “here” or “there” which makes it so easy to allocate the responsibility for protecting those rights either to one state or another. Instead, it allows for the possibility that rights are protected in State A, but may be breached in State B in a situation where the affected individual is technically under the protection of State A and has no access to the equivalent protections provided by State B. This opens up a gap in protection that must be addressed either at national/regional or at international level.

A modest proposal

In this context an analogy could be drawn to deportation cases, where a contracting state attempts to expulse a non-citizen to a third country where he faces the risk of being subjected to torture. It is well-established in ECtHR case law that this may give rise to an infringement of Article 3, an absolute right that prohibits states from subjecting anyone to torture or to inhumane or degrading treatment. The contracting state’s responsibilities under Article 3 ECHR are deemed to be engaged by virtue of the fact that the individual to be deported is resident within its territory and is therefore entitled to the protection of his Convention rights187. The ECtHR held in Soering v UK that liability “is incurred by the extraditing Contracting State by reason of its having taken action which has as a direct conse-
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quence the exposure of an individual to pro-scribed ill-treatment”\(^*\). It could therefore be argued that the act of expulsion by that state is seen as a contributory action that would facilitate the breach of the individual’s Article 3 rights by a third country or at least make that breach more likely. As a result, Article 3 prevents contracting states from deporting individuals to countries where substantial grounds have been shown for believing that the person concerned, if deported, faces a real risk of being subjected to treatment contrary to Article 3\(^*\). It may also impose a positive obligation on contracting states to put in place an effective judicial system that allows the individual to challenge any deportation order that that state’s public authorities may make in contravention of their Article 3 obligations.

If one applies this line of thinking to the protection of EU citizens’ data in the cloud, it could be argued that the obligation of contracting states to protect their citizens’ and legal residents’ information privacy rights should extend beyond their territorial border at least in cases where it is likely that the harm from which Article 8 ECHR seeks to protect those individuals is likely to occur outside the protected territory at least partly as a result of an action by a contracting state. Article 8 would thus prevent contracting states from acting in a way that might contribute to that harm occurring or that might make it more likely that that harm will materialise\(^*\). At legislative level, this could arguably be construed as an obligation on EU institutions not to adopt laws that facilitate the transfer of EU citizens’ personal data to countries where they are put at risk from actions that would be classified as “unlawful interference” if they took place inside the contracting states’ jurisdiction.

In addition, Article 8 could be construed to impose a positive obligation on states to adopt the kind of laws that are necessary either actively to prevent exports of personal data to third countries where they are at risk or, alternatively, to establish an international legal framework that guarantees an equivalent protection of EU citizens’ personal data post-transfer.

Through a glass darkly: cloud privacy in a post-PRISM world

As already shown above, the provisions currently contained in Articles 40 to 45 of the draft Data Protection Regulation in the form proposed by the European Commission in January 2012 are primarily designed to reduce the regulatory burden on EU data controllers when exporting personal data to service providers established outside the EEA. While the changes to the current system are ostensibly justified on the basis that they would allow EU companies to benefit from the cost and efficiency savings that the cloud computing model has to offer, they are likely to facilitate a mass exposure of EU citizens’ personal data to monitoring and bulk-access by non-EU private and public bodies. In many cases, this monitoring is unlikely to be compliant with an understanding of the EU’s and its member states’ obligations under existing European fundamental rights frameworks.

Compliance with the EU institutions’ obligation to guarantee to everyone within their territory a right to privacy could be said to require the inclusion of significant additional safeguards in the Commission’s draft Data Protection Regulation. In its current form, the draft Regulation could be said to expose a fundamental rethink by EU policymakers and regulators of the overall purpose the EU data protection framework is intended to achieve. Rather than taking a holistic approach designed to protect EU citizens’ right to information privacy from unlawful interference by private and public entities regardless of where they are based, the draft Regulation assists in the construction of what can only be described as a regulatory delusion, namely that adequacy of protection in the context of data transfers to recipients in third countries can be achieved as if those recipients were not themselves subject to a complete set of possibly competing obligations in their own jurisdictions. This puts those recipients in a position where they are “faced with a choice between the soft-law exhortations of the Article 29

\(^{188}\) *Soering v United Kingdom*, FN187.

\(^{189}\) ibid.

\(^{190}\) In this context, “harm” is defined as the unlawful access to personal information itself rather than the more material concept often used in the Anglo-American discourse on privacy that requires such a breach to result in actual financial or otherwise quantifiable damage to the individual.
Working Party and the potentially more stringent enforcement action (given the law enforcement and security context) directed at them in their own jurisdictions if they breach local laws in order to fulfil their obligations under the EU data protection regime. Put this way, it quickly becomes clear just how unrealistic it is in practice to expect private actors, including EU cloud customers and non-EU cloud providers, to shoulder the responsibility for ensuring the protection of EU citizens’ right to privacy from interference by public authorities in third countries. This question, which is fundamentally one of human rights and public international law, must be addressed by EU lawmakers and regulators themselves through strict legislative requirements, internationally agreed and enforced privacy standards and, as a measure of last resort, the establishment of alternative business models that comply with EU standards through public investment and support. However, neither the European Commission’s cloud computing strategy nor the current proposal for a new Data Protection Regulation show any evidence that these issues are properly understood nor that there is the political will to address them.

The only acknowledgement of a potential conflict between EU privacy and data protection values and those of non-EU countries is included in Recital 90 of the draft Regulation, which acknowledges that “[s]ome third countries enact laws […] which purport to directly regulate data processing activities of natural and legal persons under the jurisdiction of the [m]ember [s]tates” and that the “extraterritorial application of these laws […] may be in breach of international law and may impede the attainment of the protection of individuals” guaranteed in the Regulation. The solution proposed by Recital 90 is a half-hearted commitment that “transfers should only be allowed where the conditions of this Regulation for a transfer to third countries are met”, backed up by more general obligations of national DPAs to cooperate across borders in the enforcement of the Regulation. In the light of the PRISM scandal, it has become clear that the true problem is, of course, much bigger than that.

To begin with, there is the issue of cultural misconceptions. Third countries like the US will not view their own laws that grant powers to their own law enforcement and security agencies to access personal information from companies established or operating within their own jurisdiction as an attempt to “regulate the processing activities” of EU entities. From their point of view, those laws will form an integral part of their own legal framework designed to protect their society’s own values, balances and trade-offs rather than offending the values, balances and trade-offs that characterise the EU’s fundamental rights regime. Moreover, it is unlikely that third countries will perceive the enforcement of their laws against private entities within their jurisdiction as “extraterritorial” in a way that suggests that they should refrain from doing so under the rules of international law. In practice, it is the nature of cloud services as remote computing services that creates the “extraterritoriality” of the process and that blurs the boundaries between countries’ overlapping and competing jurisdictions, value systems and responsibilities. In the current EU-US context, this means that, in theory, the EU institutions cannot rely on an existing internation consensus that automatically determines what rights of access individual countries should have to the personal data of the citizens and residents of other countries. Instead, they have the option of (1) making the transfer of EU citizens’ personal data to US cloud providers unlawful on the basis that the risk to which that data is exposed post-transfer outweighs the benefits EU companies stand to gain from the use of those services, (2) to adapt the EU’s own standards at the level of a mutually acceptable “highest common denominator” (which may be lower than the level currently provided by the Directive and which consequently may not be compliant with their own fundamental rights obligations), or (3) to enter into negotiations with the US and other countries with a view to ensuring the equivalent protection of the persons under their protection under US (or other countries’) law.

Interestingly, the first approach was in fact suggested in a provision originally included in a version of the draft Regulation that was submitted by the Commission’s DG Justice to other departments as part of the pre-adoptive, inter-institutional consultation process. Article 42 of that version would
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have made it unlawful for data controllers or processors to disclose personal information from within the EU to the public authorities of third country unless the request for disclosure was made on the basis of a mutual assistance treaty or an international agreement in force between the requesting third country and the EU or a Member State. However, the Article was removed prior to the Commission’s adoption of the final draft and it is now widely reported that this may have been due to lobbying of other Commission departments by the US government193. Following the PRISM revelations, civil society organisations and Members of the European Parliament are currently arguing in favour of reinserting Article 42 in the draft Regulation as part of the amendments proposed to the draft Regulation by the Parliament’s Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee (LIBE)194.

However, while such a move would certainly serve to increase pressure on the US Government to join the EU at the negotiation table, it should be clear that the issues at stake cannot be dealt with through a unilateral declaration by one country that its rules should take precedence over those of another in case of a conflict195. Instead, it leads to a point where Country A faces a choice between either taking the legislative and administrative measures necessary to prevent Country B from interfering with the rights and freedoms Country A affords its own citizens; or cooperating with Country B in the development of mutually acceptable common standards that ensure the protection of fundamental rights and values in both jurisdictions. On which side of this divide a country comes down will be determined by the importance it attaches to those values and its willingness to compromise them in pursuit of other goals. All three of the approaches outlined above involve trade-offs and value judgements and all of them would have both political and economic repercussions for the countries, institutions and citizens involved. Those repercussions need to be identified, weighed up and discussed in an open manner before the decision to act is taken. From an EU perspective, EU bodies must be aware, in particular, of the potential long-term consequences that a possible loss of EU data sovereignty in the cloud may bring and the potential long-term benefits of alternatively models like, for example, the procurement of a European cloud.

In turn, the US must decide whether it is both politically and economically prudent to exclude the citizens of allied countries entirely from the constitutional protections it provides to its own citizens and whether it is willing to bear the possible economic consequences of such an approach by, for example, risking that it may all but exclude US cloud providers from selling their services into the lucrative European market. In practice, this risk may exist regardless of whether or not the EU ultimately decides actively to prohibit personal data transfers to US cloud providers. Already, there is a possibility that the market will decide as EU companies as well as potential customers in the EU public sector show a growing reluctance to enter into contracts with US providers given the reputational risk they could suffer by putting EU citizens’ data at risk in this way. This reluctance is only bound to increase following the PRISM revelations as the public becomes better informed about the dangers of this approach196.


194 At the time of writing, the draft report submitted to the committee by LIBE rapporteur, Jan Albrecht MEP, is still under consideration; see Draft report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individual with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation), 2012/0011(COD), 16.01.2013. Available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-%2fEP%2fNONSGML%2fCOMPARL%2fPE-501.92%2f04%2fDOC%2fPDF%2fHDV%2f%2f%2f; last visited on 21 June 2013.

195 This is not to say that legislators cannot adopt laws aimed at regulating the commercial activities of foreign companies to the extent that they target their goods or services at its citizens, see, for example Article 3(2) of the draft Data Protection Regulation.

It is also reflected in the European Economic and Social Committee’s (EESC) opinion on the European Commission’s cloud computing strategy from January 2013\textsuperscript{197}. The EESC is particularly concerned that the EU is at risk of entering into a long-term dependency with regard to non-EU cloud providers hosting European citizens’, businesses’ and public services’ data. It highlights a number of legitimate concerns including the “protection of particularly sensitive data that are crucial to strategic competition between European and non-European countries, such as in the aviation, automotive, pharmaceutical and research sectors; the availability of data in the event of international tensions between ‘host’ countries and [m]ember [s]ates; and equality of treatment of consumers of digital energy depending on whether or not they are citizens or organisations of a ‘friendly’ country”\textsuperscript{198}. The EESC specifically encourages the Commission to pursue “international cooperation and to strengthen the regulatory framework on the protection of data and private life and government access to data”\textsuperscript{199}. It also points out that “these protection measures would be most effective for information stored by CC providers on European territory”\textsuperscript{200} thus encouraging the establishment of a European cloud at least for highly sensitive or mission-critical data.

As far as the political process is concerned, the EU could learn many a lesson on how to address the differences in global privacy standards from the way in which international cooperation and international agreements were used to bring about a near universal understanding of the scope of intellectual property rights and their protection. However, to be effective in negotiating this delicate arrangement, the EU must face up to its own strengths and weaknesses and to the extent to which EU institutions are willing to compromise existing privacy standards for short-term political and economic gain. In particular, it should resist current pressure from the US to include negotiations on privacy and data protection standards in the current talks about a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership as this would only open the issues up to further trade-offs that are motivated by short-term economic interests. Instead, it should call for a dedicated, binding and enforceable international agreement with the US that ensures the reciprocal respect for the other’s citizens’ fundamental rights by the public bodies of either region. The attitude of the EU institutions in negotiating such an instrument is likely significantly to affect its long-term standing in the global community in an area where control over personal data is increasingly linked to economic and political power.

At the moment, despite the PRISM scandal, much of this deliberation is still happening behind closed doors. This does a great injustice to the fundamental rights tradition that exists within EU member states and poses a risk not only to EU citizens but also to the EU’s future political and economic prospects. The reform of the EU’s data protection framework provides a unique opportunity to address many of these issues and to reassert the value of privacy in an increasingly open and connected world. It also carries the risk that hard-fought achievements designed to protect individuals’ personal space, autonomy and right to self-determination from intrusion by an overbearing state will be lost for good. It’s time we place our bets.
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